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Student Complaint Form

James Cook University | CRICOS Provider Code: 00117J
For details about how we handle your personal information can be found in our Information Privacy 
Policy; https://www.jcu.edu.au/policy/corporate-governance/information-privacy-policy 

The evidence you have to support each claim in your complaint;
Number each item of your evidence and refer to this as you discuss the evidence throughout your statement. Attach this evidence to
your complaint. Advise of any evidence you know of but do not possess.

The name and contact details of any witness or other person who may support your complaint;

The steps you have already taken to try to resolve the complaint;
List your actions to date. Who have you spoken to? State why you have not been able to resolve the matter informally.

CONTINUED: A description of the events that occurred;

Complaint Statement (continued):

Clearly explain who and/or what you are complaining about and how you have been adversely and unjustifiably impacted. Try to discuss events in
chronological order: state their dates, times and locations, and the names of those involved.
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